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Abstract
Advanced computer graphics and simulation techniques are important

tools within product development today. Product concepts can be
realised in the virtual workspace - visualisations and simulations for
verifying the behaviour of the product can be performed without
physical parts actually being manufactured.

Co-ordination and exchange of information between participants in a
distributed team is technically difficult and time consuming. New
methodologies and systems for distributed collaboration are of great
importance. This paper describes the special demands for distributed
engineering regarding standards and how the data exchange and storage
can be solved in a distributed engineering environment. It also describes
an environment for distributed engineering over broadband networks that
has been developed as part of the research work. The system includes
applications such as a videoconferencing system, a document server for
multimedia objects and a distributed VR system.
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1 Background and related work
Product development today is often performed by cross-functional

teams that covers all functions (e.g. design, analysis and manufacturing)
needed. The team benefits from computer tools for sharing and
communicating information throughout the project [1]. The team can be
located at different places working together in a distributed collaborative
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design environment. The nature of the information is heterogeneous and
distributed.

The engineering research community has long been aware of the
problem with sharing product data among and within organisations.
Many projects have been focusing on efficient exchange of data between
computer aided engineering (CAE) applications using standards such as
the ISO10303 Standard for Exchange of Product Model Data. In the
area of distributed engineering or synchronous multi user collaboration
some examples of work is presented in Table 1.

Authors, year, ref Focus Technology used

Schroeder & Kress,
1993, [2]

Shared 2D/3D-viewer. Shared 3D viewer.

Cutkosky et al, 1996,
[3]

WWW based design tool.
Mbone tools.

Different internet based tools and methodology
for web based collaborative engineering.

Kao & Lin,1996, [4] Distributed CAD.
Client server geometry
exchange

Traditional single location CAD package is
extended to a multi location CAD package.

Hao & Sventek, 1996,
[5]

Shared  CAD program,
Multicast events.

To support collaborative 3D modelling among
multiple workstations. An event driven
multicast solution is presented.

Peña-Mora, Hussein &
Sriram, 1996, [6]

Conferencing system,
shared windows.
Client server synchro-
nisation of media

System for managing participants in a
distributed conference.  Synchronisation,
structuring and control of the conference.

Jasnoch & Anderson,
1996, [7]

Jasnoch & Haas, 1996,
[8]

Conferencing system,
shared windows and
shared 3D-environments.

Virtual prototyping environments that uses
information from CAD systems (distributed
STEP database using SDAI) and visualises the
models in a shared 3D environment. It also
describes a concurrency revision control
system.

Roy et. al. , 1997, [9] Distributed design
services such as NC
planning and rapid
prototyping.

WWW based product development
environment with facilities for visual
presentation (VRML). Web based design and
manufacturability analysis and system for
managing these tasks.

Maxfield, Fernando &
Dew, 1998, [10]

Distributed shared 3D-
environment.

Distributed virtual environment where different
users have a local environment through which
they visualise and manipulate the data.

STEP database is shared via SDAI. Events in
the environment are shared via multicast.

Table 1 Examples of research in distributed engineering.

Much of the work is concentrated on technical approaches in data
storage or how the distribution of information shall be done. In our
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approach the methodology and the usability issues are of great
importance as well as the technical issues.

2 Data in distributed engineering
In a distributed collaborative environment for engineers it is essential

to be able to exchange objects like animations, video clips, documents as
well as MCAE information in a straightforward way. There is also a
need for different representations. For visualization of large assemblies
in the distributed collaborative environment the model is represented as a
simplified representation of the solid model. When examining small
entities on the object a more accurate model is needed. The amount of
data associated with the product makes it a complex task to co-ordinate.

2.1 Geometry representation
For a team working together in a design project it is important to

communicate the design intent to all participants in the project.
Engineers in the design department often have powerful workstations on
their desktops, but other may work with low-end systems. It is important
that the system allows everyone to participate in the visualisation and
communication of designs in an unambiguous and accurate way without
requiring expensive CAD software or hardware.

2.2 Simulation data
In distributed engineering the possibility to visualise simulation

models and results is important. Simulations are often done by specialists
and they need tools for communicating the simulation models and results
with other team members in order to reach an agreement that appropriate
models are being used. Simulation results often consist of very large
datasets, and they are complex to store and distribute in an efficient way.

2.3 Multimedia objects
Along with traditional design information like drawings and 3D-

models there is a need for storing multimedia objects such as audio,
video, etc. in the data structure. For example a specific part can be
annotated with a post-it note that includes an animation of a crash
simulation of that object. Clicking on the note starts the animation.
Decisions on why a product has been designed in one way or the other
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can be stored in the information structure of the object. And using
intuitive representation of multimedia objects such as post-it notes or
document binders in the virtual environment simplifies the interaction
for a non-engineer.

2.4 Product data management
A product data management system has the ability to create, manage

and control product information as it evolves throughout the whole life
cycle of the product.  The product management data is often controlled
by a corporate PDM system.

In distributed engineering an important piece of information is the
configuration management data, e.g. product information such as part
name, part number and owner. For a distributed system with acceptable
security it must have a revision control systems that controls the access
of objects and so that users can check out parts and work with them only
one at a time.

3 Standards for product data exchange
There are several existing standards that may be used in distributed

engineering, standards for product data exchange such as IGES and
STEP. However, only the STEP standard supports, or has the potential to
support all aspects of a product.

3.1 STEP
The Standard for exchange of product model data [11], informally

referred to as the STEP standard, is a standard for storing and
exchanging product data. The STEP standard today consists of several
application protocols such as Configuration controlled design (AP 203)
for exchange of solid models and Composite and metallic structural
analysis and related design (AP 209) for exchange of simulation data.

One major advantage with STEP is that it is implemented in all major
CAD-programs and is now being adopted as the geometry exchange
standard for mechanical computer aided design. The drawbacks with the
STEP standard so far is what it does not yet support, e.g. it does
currently not support parametric design and history based modelling,
which are two important issues in solid modelling today. Standards tend
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to be one step behind the leading-edge technology implemented in
commercial software.

3.1.1 SDAI

Standard Data Access Interface (SDAI) is a technique for interfacing
different STEP data installations. This is described in part 26 of the
STEP standard, Interface definition language binding to the standard
data access interface. This technique is used in various distributed
engineering applications.

3.2 VRML
VRML2, or VRML97 [12] that the standard officially is called, is an

development of the Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) which
is a standard for visualising 3D geometry on the internet. It supports not
only geometry but also transformations, motions, events, textures, movie
clips, sound, etc. The geometry representation in VRML is based on a
facetted surface model, which makes it efficient to use even on a low-
end system (e. g. VRML-plugins in Netscape).

Using VRML it is possible to create models of the product that can be
distributed through the internet/intranet [13]. With the aid of an
inexpensive and easy to use world wide web browser, recipients can
visually explore the product information, e.g. geometry, simulation
models and results, dimensions and annotations, using their desktop PC.
As an example, Figure 1 shows the result of dynamic simulation of a
double pendulum. Results from dynamic simulation like this can be very
difficult to describe and understand without animations.

The user can interact with the VRML model and rotate and view the
pendulum animation from different directions.
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Figure 1 VRML model of a dynamic simulation [14].

3.3 OLE for Design and Modeling
Object Linking Embedding for Design and Modeling (OLE for D&M)

[15] is the extension to the OLE technology from Microsoft for
communicating and sharing 3D CAE information. It works like the
traditional OLE in Microsoft applications.

The key advantages of using OLE for D&M is that no data translation
need to be done, so there is no loss of high-level data. The representation
in the receiving system is linked to the original part and its associated
application.

However, OLE for D&M is not aimed for data exchange. The data is
not converted - in the receiving application there is only a graphical
representation of the object that is linked to the application. Editing of
the object is performed in the application that created the object. So it is
not possible to exchange data between separate locations that are not
sharing the same installation. The OLE for D&M is only available on
Microsoft system and therefore not available on UNIX systems.
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3.4 Proprietary formats
There are many proprietary formats for exchanging facetted data that

supports technology for faster rendering, such as object simplification
and culling. These formats have the advantage over VRML that the
geometry files are much smaller and therefore faster to work with.

Some proprietary formats also allow streaming, such as Envision 3D
from Adaptive Media [16]. Instead of having to download the entire file
before rendering it loads only parts of the geometry from the server and
then load the data that is necessary during the session.

4 Distributed Environment
An environment for distributed engineering has been developed [17]

that support some basic activities in distributed engineering. The
environment acts as a virtual meeting place for product development that
supports multimedia objects (documents, audio, and video) as well as
mechanical computer aided engineering information. Figure 2
exemplifies a meeting in the distributed engineering environment.

Figure 2 The distributed engineering environment with a shared virtual
environment with high-quality videoconferencing.
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As illustrated by Benford [18] and Carstensen [19] one vital
component of a collaborative system is an awareness of other users
presence and activities. This is achieved in the presented system by using
a conferencing system and a shared virtual environment where users
interact and are represented through avatars, which reflect the actions
and movements of each user.

4.1 Conferencing
For videoconferencing the Smile! [20] program was developed. The

program is developed to take advantage of the bandwidth available in a
high-speed network. The program has the ability to send live video to all
users and stream animations (e. g. video sequences) to all members of a
conference. The sender can control the playback interactively.

4.2 Shared 3D-environment
The SICS Distributed Interactive Virtual Environment (DIVE) [21,

22] is an experimental platform for the development of virtual
environments, user interfaces and applications based on shared,
networked 3D synthetic environments. Dive is especially tuned to multi-
user applications, where several participants interact over an internet.
Interaction with the DIVE system can be done in a wide range of
settings, from a regular desktop workstation, to VR theatres/ CAVES
and head mounted displays.

4.3 Document server
The tools described so far all concentrate on supporting the

synchronous collaboration situation where engineers meet in a virtual
meetingplace and exchange information in real time. During the lifetime
of an engineering project there is also a need for asynchronous
information sharing. 3D-models, documents and multimedia objects
need to be easily accessible to all members of the project. To support this
situation a WWW-based virtual workspace system called BSCW [23]
has been used.

4.4 Exchanging of data
To enable collaborative interaction with CAD models from the CAE

program I-DEAS, an import and export interface between I-DEAS and
DIVE was developed. The interface exports models from I-DEAS as a
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DIVE file, which contains configuration management data (owner, date
exported, status and physical properties). The geometry is exported in
two formats one for visualisation in DIVE (VRML) and one for true
solid geometry (STEP AP 203), se Figure 3.

DIVE
I-DEAS

 location 1

Geometry
STEP

VRML 2

Local Disk

DIVE

Geometry
STEP

VRML 2

Local Disk

DIVEI-DEAS
 location 2

Distributed database

Figure 3 Interaction between I-DEAS and DIVE.

The DIVE representations (VRML models), as visualised in the
shared space, can be seen as simplified representations of the product
model. While simplified, these representations reside in a highly
interactive shared virtual space specifically designed for multi-user
collaboration and visualisation.

 The shared 3D-environment can also be used to exchange product
data. If a participant wants to work with the part in his CAD system, a
check in procedure is made in DIVE and then the import of the part to
his local CAD database is done in the background.

5 Test Case
One important part of the project was that the approach has to be

demonstrated and evaluated in a realistic environment. Therefore a
product development scenario was created, where three groups located in
Luleå, Stockholm and Mölndal was working together in the virtual
environment. In the project the VITI [24] backbone was used which is a
research network for broadband communication. The backbone is based
on a 40 Mbit ATM connection but all programs are using IP over ATM

The test scenario used to evaluate the system involved three
companies. Each company is located in different places in Sweden and
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together they have a development project to create a new winch system
for an offshore crane.

5.1 Examples of Actions in the Scenario
The following actions was tested and evaluated in the distributed

product development environment; checking interference and packing of
parts, discussion of simulation results and assembly/disassembly of the
winch assembly. It should also be possible to interact with 3D geometry
(inspect, annotate) and transfer solid model data between different
locations. Figure 4 shows an example of interaction with an assembly in
the shared 3D-environment.

Figure 4 An imported I-DEAS  part in the distributed 3D- environment.
Configure management data at the right.

During the tests case the system was evaluated and redesigned. The
study showed that the high quality in video and audio for conferencing
made it easy to work with for long time. The distributed 3D-
environment made it possible to interact with an assembly of CAD
models that was created on different locations. In the tests the
configuration of the nodes ranging from a rather inexpensive workstation
SGI O2 up to high end visualisation systems e.g. a SGI Onyx2 with a
CAVE display system. Different interaction techniques was also tested
such as a 3D-interaction devices and large display touch screens.
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6 Discussion
Large organisations, such as in the car industry, have an increasing

co-operation with sub-contractors to develop parts and systems for a
technically complex final product. By using a distributed approach
(teleconferencing techniques, shared virtual environments and other
shared tools that can be accessed independently of geographical
location), lead times could be brought down by moving distributed
workgroups closer to each other as well as reducing travel time and cost.

Various techniques for exchanging design data between users exists
today, but they are not satisfying for use in distributed engineering
because they are mainly designed for exchange of data and not
interaction. This can be solved by using several standards and a system
for management of the distributed data.

An approach has been presented where several different systems that
is well adapted respectively to their application areas. Different standard
has been used for data storage and exchange depending on the special
application demands. The next step is to further develop the distributed
engineering environment and create a system that allows storage of data
on several distributed databases and a system for managing these
databases.
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